Информационные технологии

Original idea of Semantic Web as nextgeneration of the Web assumes that besides existing content there is a conceptual
layer of machine-understandable metadata, which makes the content available for
processing by intelligent software, allows
automatic resource integration and provides interoperability between heterogeneous systems. Initial orientation of semantic
technology development to the Web digital
resources resulted to omission from consideration of some other industrial domain
resources such as various devices, processes and even humans. In this paper, the
meaning of a “Semantic Web resource” is
expanded to include also industrial objects (devices, machines, systems, etc) and
humans (experts, maintenance workers,
etc.) as resources and thus as a subject of
semantic annotation. Elaboration of a specific adaptation mechanism for these types
of resources from their natural environment to a Semantic Web environment is an
important challenge for such expansion.
Our intention is to make industrial devices
(as well as other Semantic Web Resources)
proactive in a sense that they can analyze
their state independently from other systems and applications, initiate and control
own maintenance proactively. In this research we join together Semantic Web, Web
Services, Peer-to-Peer and Agent technologies into an integral resource management framework with resource-to-resource
interaction aimed to improve maintenance
of separate resources. The issues are also
addressed related to implementation of gradually enhanced prototype of distributed
Semantic Web enabled maintenance management environment. The environment assumes complex interactions of components,
which are devices, humans (experts, operators) and remote diagnostic web-services.
Future markets for such tools and resources
have been pointed out.

1.Introduction
The Semantic Web is an initiative of the World Wide
Web Consortium (W3C) [1], with the goal of extending the
current Web to facilitate Web automation, universally accessible content, and the ‘Web of Trust’ [2, 3]. Semantic Web is
the vision of having data defined and linked in a way that it
can be used by machines not just for display purposes, but for
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automation, integration and reuse of data across various applications [4]. The goal of Semantic Web development is promotion of existing Web to qualitatively new and higher level,
utilizing machine-processable metadata associated with Web
resources. Next generation of intelligent applications will be
capable to make use of such resource descriptions and perform
resource discovery and integration based on its semantics.
Semantic Web approaches to development of global environ-
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ment on top of Web with interoperable heterogeneous applications, web services, data repositories, humans, etc.
On the technology side, Web-oriented languages and
technologies are being developed (e.g. RDF, RDF-Schema,
DAML+OIL, OWL, DAML-S) [5-8], schema and ontology
integration techniques are being examined and refined. The
success of the Semantic Web will depend on a widespread
adoption of these technologies.
Management of resources in Semantic Web is impossible
without use of ontologies, which can be considered as highlevel metadata about semantics of Web data and knowledge
[9]. Ontologies are content theories about the sorts of objects,
properties of objects, and relations between objects that are
possible in a specified domain of knowledge. There is a growing interest in the use of ontologies in agent systems as a
means to facilitate interoperability among diverse software
components, in particular, where interoperability is achieved
through the explicit modeling of the intended meaning of the
concepts used in the interaction between diverse information
sources, software components and/or service-providing software. The problems arising from the creation, maintenance,
use and sharing of such semantic descriptions are perceived as
critical to future commercial and non-commercial information
networks, and are being highlighted by a number of recent
large-scale initiatives to create open environments that support the interaction of many diverse systems (e.g. Agentcities
[10], Grid computing [11], Semantic Web and Web Services).
A common thread across these initiatives is the need to support the synergy between ontology and agent technology, and
increasingly, the multi-agent systems and ontology research
communities are seeking to work together to solve common
problems.
There are several going on EU funded projects, which are
targeting various aspects of emerging Semantic Web. Among
most strong consortiums and initiatives are: OntoWeb [12]
network with more than 100 academic and industrial participants, which creates a technical roadmap of the next
generation Web and provides guidelines to industrial and
commercial applications; SWAP [13] (Semantic Web and
Peer-to-Peer), which provides a comprehensive study of the
potential of Semantic Web and Peer-to-Peer for knowledge
management and plan to provide an appropriate integrated
software environment; SWWS [14] (Semantic Web Enabled
Web Services), which is researching for scalable mediation between different and heterogeneous services based on
semantic-driven descriptions and business logic; SEWASIE
[15] (Semantic Web and Agents in Integrated Economies),
which addresses the problem of access to heterogeneous
data sources on the Web; SCULPTEUR [16] (Semantic
and Content-Based Multimedia Exploitation for European
Benefit), which is developing the technology to create, manipulate and manage cultural archives to make European cultural
heritage accessible to all; MOSES [17] (Modular and Scalable
Environment for the Semantic Web), which sets out to create
scalable ontology based Knowledge Management System and
ontology-based search engine that will accept queries and produce answers in natural language; and many other projects.
On the other hand, industry is looking for fast and global solutions related to Knowledge Management, Enterprise
Application Integration, Electronic Commerce, Asset
Management, etc. Various industrial standards, which have
been created and implemented by different industrial consortiums, appear to be not sufficient for growing interoperability demands. Consider for example industrial maintenance
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management systems and solutions, which will be a subject
of our pilot implementation. Many companies accumulate
maintenance knowledge and develop own standards and systems for automated condition monitoring, diagnostics and
maintenance and there is no easy way to enable sharing this
knowledge among companies, automatic discovery of needed
resource, connect diverse systems into next-generation interoperable industrial environment. However, such integrated
environment can be created by utilizing Semantic Web standards and technology.
One of the recent initiatives aimed at development of
adoption of open information standards for operations and
maintenance and implementation of interoperable cooperative industrial environments is MIMOSA [18] (Machinery
Information Management Open System Alliance). The
project consortium pretends to build an open, industrybuilt, robust Enterprise Application Integration and condition-based maintenance specifications. There is also goingon large international project PROTEUS [19], funded by
industrial companies and led with a goal to develop a generic maintenance-oriented platform for industry. These initiatives are very expensive, labor and resource consuming, and
still does not attempt to apply and benefit from the Semantic
Web technology. We believe, however, that without comprehensive metadata description framework, ontologies and open
knowledge/semantics representation standards their results
will be just next consortium-wide standards, rather than comprehensive, flexible and extensible framework.
At present, Web resources (web pages, web databases,
web services, etc.) are meant to be consumed by humans only
and have usually human-oriented representation. That is why
resources cannot be easily processed by software meaningfully, i.e. taking into account semantics and relations with other
resources. To be understood by software application, semantics must be presented explicitly in some form, which would
allow intelligent information processing substituting human.
Such semantic description is a metadata (data about data),
attached to a resource. Addressing these problems W3C consortium has started Semantic Web Activity, which resulted
in development of Resource Description Framework (RDF) as
a basic model for semantic descriptions. In order to provide
interoperability between heterogeneous software, semantic
descriptions must be based on common terminology. Semantic
Web assumes creation of vocabularies of concepts for specific
domains and using these vocabularies (ontologies) for description of resources that will enable their automatic discovery
and integration. Ontologies provide conceptual views of problem domains.
Currently, domains of Web content and Web services are
in focus of Semantic Web Activity and semantic technology
applications and correspondent ontologies develop most rapidly here. However, for industrial adoption of Semantic Web
technology these efforts seem to be not enough. In our opinion, the problem is initial orientation of semantic technology development to World Wide Web digital resources. This
resulted to omission from consideration of other industrial
domain resources: devices, processes and even humans.
Resource discovery and integration (finding resources
and use of semantically annotated data from many sources)
are main concerns of Semantic Web applications, so appropriate support for semantic annotation is developed. At the same
time, such aspects as description of resource state and resource
goals are not considered. The latter are very important for
such industrial applications as assets (resource) management,
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including resource condition monitoring, diagnostics and
maintenance, which require use of such information in complex management activities.
In this paper we expand the meaning of the term
“resource” in Semantic Web considering industrial objects
(devices, machines, systems, etc) and humans (experts, maintenance workers, etc.) as resources and thus as a subject of
semantic annotation and we focus on the problem of creating
a global cooperative environment for automated industrial
resource maintenance. The environment should enable automatic discovery, integration, condition monitoring, diagnostics, cooperation and learning of the heterogeneous resources
for solving maintenance problems. Our intention is to combine innovative theoretical approach with practical applications and bring new values to appropriate businesses.
We base our research on recent ideas and results within
Semantic Web technology applications in the field of industrial devices’ maintenance. Among these there are concepts
developed by Industrial Ontologies Group [20-26], such as:
§
OntoServ.Net, a Semantic Web based web-services
integration environment for industrial maintenance;
§
GUN – Global Understanding eNvironment, a heterogeneous Semantic Web-based environment for agent-based
resource management;
§
OntoAdapter (semantic adapter/wrapper), a generic
software component for connection of resources to semanticenabled environments;
§
OntoShell, a service platform for hierarchical service
integration;
§
Mobile Resource, i.e. technical approach for delivering agent-based services in distributed environments.
2.Global Understanding Environment
2.1.Proactive Resources in Semantic Web
Industry tends to build large-scale maintenance environments, where industrial instrumentation can be monitored,
diagnosed and maintained remotely by automation systems
[27]. Resources integrated in such environment are naturally heterogeneous at least in data presentation formats and in
methods to access these resources.
Essential concern in resource maintenance is processing
data about resource state. State of the resource can be understood in broader meaning than just values of some internal properties, but also as a relation between internal state
(including its history), external factors and the purpose of
resource existence. The analysis of the factors that influence
state of the resource provides view to characteristics of balance between internals and externals of the resource, also
meant as resource condition. The open standard for representation of states and conditions of complex industrial objects
and processes is required for efficient resource diagnostics and
maintenance by heterogeneous applications.
In the context of resource maintenance, the challenge is
to create Resource State/Condition Description Framework
(RSCDF), as an extension to RDF, which introduces upperontology for describing maintenance-oriented characteristics
of resources: states and correspondent conditions, dynamics
of state changes that happen, target condition of the resources
and historical data about previous states.

Resources (e.g. devices) are assumed to have their own
state presented as RSCDF descriptions. These descriptions
are used by external applications (e.g. remote diagnostics)
that support RSCDF and are able to process data presented
in such format. Introduction of RSCDF allows solving problems of interoperability and resource heterogeneity (the same
basic concepts will be used for state description of any kind
of resources). Design of the RSCDF will follow the ontology
engineering principles in the scope of Resource Description
Framework developed by W3C Semantic Web Activity.
In Semantic Web, as presented by creators of this concept, resources are meant to be accessed, used and changed
only by external applications or resource providers (owners).
If there is some processing logic associated with a resource,
then a responsible for its execution entity exists. Similarly, if
to consider current maintenance systems with remote access,
diagnostics and control, the resources are passive, waiting for
intelligent tools to discover them and process their state.
There is growing interest in supplying (smart) industrial devices with condition monitoring, diagnostic and maintenance applications using integrated (embedded) computing systems that allow advanced data processing locally [28].
This improves and makes resource management more flexible,
but such solutions still have specific software and its users
(humans) as initiators and coordinators of maintenance process.
Our intention is to make devices active in a sense that they
can analyze their state independently from other systems and
applications, initiate and control own maintenance proactively.
Resource state can provide knowledge about resource condition,
whereas both resource condition and goal (purpose) of resource
will result in certain behavior of active resource towards effective and predictive maintenance.
Resources, in our vision, will have integrated mechanism
that allow flexible configuration of resource goals and behavior
model. Behavior engine of resource includes support for detection of abnormal resource conditions via continuous monitoring, execution of appropriate behavior patterns striving for
achievement of resource’s maintenance goals. Implementation
of such mechanism requires description of resource goals and
models of resource’s proactive behavior.
Resource Goal/Behavior Description Framework (RGBDF)
is another extension of semantic resource description model
RDF additionally to the resource state/condition description
mechanism. Development of the models for resource state,
condition, goals and behavior descriptions in the context of
industrial maintenance is one of our main contributions to
Semantic Web technology and future industrial applications.
In addition, we enable human presence in Semantic Web
environment considering human to be a resource, not just a
user in Semantic Web. Being naturally proactive, human can
communicate with other resources and application acting as
a web service. Removing the conceptual difference between
human and web service and introduction of human-resources concept is another important challenge for development of
automated resource maintenance systems.
2.2. GUN Concept
As a generalization of our approach, which enables resources as proactive components in resource-maintenance environments, we have developed the following concept.
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Concept of Global Understanding eNvironment (GUN) is
designated to join most recent research results, standardization
effort, features and benefits of Semantic Web, Web Services,
Peer-to-Peer and Agent technologies in integral resource management-oriented framework.
Basic features of GUN are:
§
Semantic Web principles reused for integration of
resources and interoperability;
§
Proactive, goal-driven, self-maintaining resources;
§
Wide spectrum of supported resource types;
§
Resource-to-resource communication;
§
Mobility of resources.
In GUN, resources are Semantic Web enabled in a sense
that they are annotated using standards of ontology-based
representation, in which semantics of separate piece of data
identified by a reference to assigned meaning (a concept from
ontology).
In GUN, resources are active participants of the environment (besides the applications that use them). This
assumes adding associated resource-maintenance mechanism
– resource-maintenance agent, which provides goal-oriented
capabilities and support for self-interested, self-maintaining
proactive behavior. Due to this, resources inherit agent features and become capable to have assigned goals. Mechanism
of assigning goals and behavioral models to a resource can be
considered as a higher-level development tool for resource
maintenance applications.
Making a resource proactive and less dependent on continuous care from its provider can become a powerful approach to
resource management in a dynamic distributed environment.
Following it, resource can maintain itself in a way its provider
specified depending on analysis of own state and conditions.
In a very general way, the proactive resource can be defined
as the one, which has goal to maintain continuously balance
between its internal and external environments. It is assumed
that internal environment of resource is its current state and
external environment is everything the resource depends on
or aware of, and which may influence the resource respectively to its goals.
Since agents are representatives of resources and realize
their goal-driven behavior, the GUN is similar to a multiagent system, in which resource integration is based on agent
communication, coordination and negotiation. Agent’s features of being a self-interested entity allow also embedding
various business models into maintenance management environment.
Types of resources integrated into GUN are not limited
only to digital documents and database content. Real-world
objects can be also represented as resources capable, for example, to accept and respond to queries, interact with other
resources in order to achieve own goals. Specific adaptation
mechanism has to be elaborated for communication between
resource and its agent. Taking into account great variety of
possible resource types, diversity of their formats and ways
of accessing them, adaptation of such resources in resource
management environment will be an important challenge for
development of GUN. General-purpose resource agents can be
set up to maintain virtually any kind of supported resources
using resource adapters. Development of resource adapters for
each class of resources is required for GUN.
Another adaptation to be performed is an adaptation of
resource semantics to environment where it resides. Initially
none of the resources is semantically annotated and available for semantic-enabled environment. This is due to use of
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real-world resources and other types of resources that have
to become Semantic Web enabled. In GUN adaptation is
made by a resource agent, which “wraps” data retrieved from
resource with semantic labels and delivers semantically annotated data from outside to a resource stripping out semantic
markup.
Distinctive feature of the GUN comparatively to Semantic
Web environment is resource-to-resource interaction with the
aim to improve maintenance of separate resources via information sharing and use of other resources as web services.
Resource discovery in GUN utilizes semantic annotation
of resources and appropriate peer-to-peer [29] semantic search
models.
Mobility of GUN resources means that there is a support for models of preserving resource identity during changing resource-location site. Even transferred to a new location,
resources continue their proactive behavior and interact with
the environment. Necessity for mobility and its benefits can
be shown on examples of resources performing actions that
demand close, intensive and secure communication with
other resources.
Additionally to original challenges provided by the
Semantic Web approach:
§
resource discovery based on semantic descriptions;
§
semantics-based resources integration;
the GUN concept assumes at least two new challenges:
§
resource state monitoring: retrieval, semantic annotation and accumulation of a resource state data and its initial
preprocessing for discovery of special classes of states (alarms)
that require advanced handling and initiate resource-maintenance mechanisms;
§
resource state diagnostics/maintenance: learning
models of resource state classification (using various machine
learning techniques), automated testing, quality evaluation
and certification of learned models and application of models
for diagnostics and maintenance decision making.
In the context of the industrial maintenance case, resources
are considered as complex industrial objects [30] with dynamic internal state, which need continuous condition monitoring
and which have embedded processing capacity to proactively realize self-interested maintenance-oriented behavior and
communicate with external systems in order to achieve their
own goals and improve maintenance performance.
Thus, we are implementing the GUN concept as a cooperative environment for predictive maintenance build on top of
existing industrial infrastructure using Semantic Web, Agent
Technology, Peer-to-Peer and Web Service technologies for
development of an integrated solution.
3.Self-Maintained Resources
3.1. Features of Self-Maintenance Environment
We want to advance the vision of self-maintained resources in a “Global Understanding Environment” to the extent,
which allows developing basic technology and software
tools. The industrial maintenance case has been chosen for
implementation of the pilot system and testing the research
results obtained. In given case study, resources are industrial machines that require monitoring and maintenance. Other
supported resources will be experts in diagnostics (human and
intelligent software), diagnostic web services (existing appli-
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cations adapted to web), and maintenance centers (decision
tools or other applications that support industrial maintenance).
Our system supports the following main tasks and features:
1.
Industrial object (resource) adaptation to the
Semantic Web environment;
2.
Condition monitoring of the resource (by an external system or by the resource itself) enabling semantics in
resource state descriptions;
3.
Alarms detection (performed by external system
or the resource itself). Alarm is considered as condition that
requires more detailed examination and diagnostics;
4.
Diagnostics of the resource by remote diagnostic
services;
5.
Support for complex models of resource-maintenance and their automated execution;
6.
Integration
of
heterogeneous
diagnostic/
maintenance services, enabling resource-to-resource communication and peer-to-peer service/resource discovery;
Research concerning self-interested goal-oriented behavior of resources will be done in the context of self-maintained
industrial resources (devices). Resource Goal/Behavior
Description Framework (RGBDF) will be designed as background for future implementation of generic mechanism that
allows resource itself “understand” changes of its state and
perform self-maintenance. Such behavior engine can be used as
integral part of proactive resources in industrial maintenanceoriented environments (condition-monitoring and maintenance systems). RGBDF will include ontology, describing
resource goals concepts and relations between them, formal
language for programming resource behavior, basing on mentioned ontology, and module, which interprets program of
resource behavior.
Software development goals of the paper include implementation of gradually enhanced prototype of distributed maintenance environment with complex interactions of
components, which are devices, humans (experts, operators)
and remote diagnostic web-services. Maintenance agents
are added to industrial devices, which are interconnected in
decentralized network and can integrate diagnostic services
in order to increase the quality of maintenance for individual devices.
Final development goal will be achieved via accomplishing
the following tasks:
1.
Design of Resource State/Condition Description
Framework (RSCDF) and implementation of resource
browsing mechanism, which allows external entity (intelligent resource maintenance tool, service or human-user) to
follow the changes of resource state via device-independent
Semantic Web-based data-exchange protocols and syntaxes.
RSCDF will include ontology, describing resource states and
conditions and design of resource maintenance tool;
2.
Development semantic adapters for devices, maintenance services and humans and improving human interaction
with Semantic Web-based environment representing human
also as a resource or a web service that can be invoked/queried
by other resources. Human will interact with the environment
via special communication and semantic adapter;
3.
Design of agent-based resource maintenance models
in distributed environment;
4.
Development of P2P infrastructure and implementation of the prototype components of Semantic Web enabled
maintenance environment.

Using maintenance case, we are going to demonstrate the
benefits and newly opened possibilities of developed resource
management framework and promote newest information
technologies to Finnish industry.
3.2. Challenges of Self-Maintenance Environment
Development of GUN environment for achieving paper
goals will meet the following challenges:
3.2.1. Resources are proactive and perform selfmaintenance via proactive behavior
Proactive behavior of self-maintained resource requires
that in the implemented system:
•
resource should try (first itself) to figure out its own
maintenance needs;
•
resource should try (first itself) to perform its own
maintenance with locally available tools;
•
resource should be able to communicate with other
similar resources, to ask them for assistance, forward the problem to the one, which is more experienced, get diagnosis and
understand it;
•
resource should be able to update maintenance
models, to ask for support of remote maintenance services
and required tools from other resources/services or a human
wrapped as external services.
In addition, a resource should be able to predict its current
state in dynamics, and what is more important, its new semantics for predictive maintenance when necessary. Such behavior of resource can be applied in condition monitoring, remote
diagnostics and maintenance domain [31].
Resource State/Condition Description Framework both
with Resource Goal/Behavior Description Framework provide a
basis for development of interoperable representation for generic software components used for creation of resource-maintenance agents.
Implemented prototype of maintenance system should
include a maintenance agent integrated into resource (device)
with requirements that:
§
maintenance agent analyzes device state by applying
set of locally available tools for preliminary diagnostics;
§
agent’s behavior is specified in a goal-descriptor,
which contains interpretable “program” of actions: events it
should support, prerequisites for performing actions, action
parameters and other required data for that;
§
maintenance agent requests additional tools and
services for device maintenance from network, which are relevant to current maintenance activity;
§
maintenance agent notifies external device-maintaining resources (other automatic condition monitoring,
maintenance system and also humans) and forwards the problem if it detects situation, which requires that.
3.2.2. Industrial machines, human-experts and diagnostic
services are semantic-enabled resources
GUN supports resources of any possible type virtually.
Development of resource adapter architecture and specific
resource-adapters allows inclusion of humans, devices and
other non-traditional resources into GUN.
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In the maintenance case implementation, devices, maintenance software systems and services, and humans (devicesupporting personnel) are considered as maintenance system
components.
Firstly, adaptation is required to specific way of communication with new types of resources. Secondly, semantic adaptation of resources is applied in order to make them available
(retrieval of their data, state or description is possible) for
other resources in the heterogeneous environment.
Development of resource-specific semantic adapters is
considered as an important step towards semantic-based communication in heterogeneous environments, in which interoperability problem is solved using common ontology and representation-neutral syntaxes for data exchange.
3.2.3. Resources can learn models of own annotations
One of important challenges in our paper is resource-maintenance learning. Resource maintenance agent in implemented prototype should be able to learn (either via supervised or
unsupervised learning techniques) to try to annotate semantically new version the resource without external support when
possible.
Considering maintenance case, if a resource has samples
of labeled (already interpreted and annotated) data about its
states (e.g. history of previous states, exceptional cases, failure
states, etc.), then learning tools try to build model from this
data and use it for interpretation of new states, labeling own
state and publishing its annotated in a resource description.
In addition, resource learning is enhanced with possibility
to utilize other than local learning models, discover, exchange
and integrate them within a GUN network, if the local model
is not enough. Sharing of learned (maintenance) models in
GUN promotes better performance of resources. Research
efforts are required for exploration of existing methods and
selection for implementation of the most appropriate types of
learning techniques.
3.2.4. Resources are organized in resource-to-resource
(R2R) communication network
Peer-to-peer communication (without centralized control) is a natural way to communicate in heterogeneous environment. Nevertheless, development of communication framework for GUN environment will consider both centralized and
peer-to-peer models.
Resources can use search mechanisms provided by
GUN, built on top of underlying communication framework.
Resources can search for other resources, solutions or tools for
problem provided as query to GUN.
Implementation of peer-to-peer capabilities requires additional research efforts comparatively to centralized search.
Most challenging factor is that semantic-based search techniques are to be developed.
Implementation of maintenance model applies Semantic
Web technologies (ontology formalism, ontology languages,
Resource Description Framework) in order to provide interoperability between maintenance systems components, possibility to discover resources, exchange (and integrate) the
learned models. Maintenance domain ontology is required for
that in order to fix semantics of terms used in communica-
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tion, thus, supporting communication at the level of semantic concepts.
4. Implementation Aspects
For the implementation we are using the most emerging
technologies related to Semantic Web, Ontology Engineering,
Semantic Annotations, Semantic Search, Intelligent Web
Services (Modeling, Discovery and Integration), Multi-agent
Systems, Mobile Agents, Peer-to-Peer Networks, etc.; standards from W3C and FIPA [32], various Artificial Intelligence
methods. System analysis and object oriented design and programming with UML, Java and XML is applied for the prototype implementation. Ontology engineering is performed
using W3C standards and DAML-OIL (OWL) in Protеgе
2000 [33] environment.
Software development stages of the project include implementation of gradually enhanced prototype of distributed
maintenance environment with complex interactions of components, which are devices, humans (experts, operators) and
remote diagnostic web-services.
4.1. A Generic Resource Access Mechanism (Semantic
Adapter)
4.1.1. Model components:
•
Semantic Adapter, generic software component for
connecting resources;
•
Device-Data Source, an object that is either device
accessed directly via specific hardware/software interface or
another kind of device state-data source: database or emulated
(virtual) device;
•
Resource Browser, a software that provides access
to resources with semantic adapter via semantic interface;
browser has user interface (UI) and can be used as part of
semantic adapter to Human;
•
Human, a person involved into activities performed
in the system;
•
Service Component, a standalone software component (executable, program code, dynamic library) or web service used for performing some servicing actions.
Database managed by FieldBrowser™ [34] can be one of
the possible sources of device-data.
4.1.2. Component requirements:
§
Semantic Adapter (see Figure 1) is used with
resources of every type (Device-Data Source, Human, Service
Component) in order to:
–
make resource’s data available via semantic queries;
–
execute semantic queries on other resources;
§
Device-Data Source and Service Components are
passive, all operations on them are initiated by other resources and executed by attached semantic adapter;
§
Human uses Resource Browser for acquiring data
from resources; Resource Browser uses queries to resources
expressed in terms of Messaging Ontology (for general structure of query-messages) and Maintenance Ontology (for specifying concrete data values and resource-specific commands);
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§
Service components expose some program interface,
either API or SOAP-interface [35] (for web services)

device-specific algorithm capable to detect alarm states of the
Device.
•
Expert, a source of classification results for given device state that are
Semantic
assumed to be correct (human);
Device-data
Resource
Adapter
Human
UI
source
•
Service, a standalone diagnosBrowser
browsing device
tic algorithm capable to learn classification
models and present to device possibility to
querying service
use it as a tool for self-diagnostics.
Database managed by FieldBrowser™
Resource
can be one of the possible sources of deviceConnector
Java class,
data. Device, Expert and Service are
Service
DLL, *.exe,
semantic-enabled Device-Data Source,
Web service
Component
(SOAP access)
Human and Service Component (each
component has a Semantic Adapter and
Figure 1. Semantic Adapter and related components
supports common communication mechanisms). Maintenance-oriented behavior is
realized by specific Interaction Module.
4.1.3. Software components:
•
Simple service components implementation – used
for demonstration of system operation;
•
Generic semantic adapter for devices, services and
humans, that translates semantic messages into native actions
of adapted object (device, human, diagnostic algorithm) and
vice versa; translation is configured for every object separately;
•
Specific connectors used with semantic adapters for:
device-data (for access to database of FieldBrowser™,
or other, via standard semantic interface)
human (Resource Browser is reused for this purpose)
service (for standard programmatic access to software components/web-based services)
•
Network Connector – reusable software component
that supports common (as implemented in current version)
transport-level connections between Device(s
(s),
(s
s), Expert(s
(s)
(s
s)
and Service(s
(s)
(s
s).
4.1.4. Supporting ontologies:
Messaging Ontology: support for data exchange protocol
between Semantic Adapters – introduction of general terms
for construction of semantic-based messages;
Maintenance Ontology:
support for device state description (annotation of
device parameter values)
support for service description (descriptions of data
required for learning and diagnostics)
support for history representation (general structures for device history description)
4.2. Simple Remote Diagnostics Model
4.2.1. Model components:
•
Device, a sample of a device, which state is to be
automatically annotated with “diagnosis” (a device state classification label); supplied with Local Alarm Service linked via
standardized semantic interface. Local Alarm Service is a local

4.2.2. Component requirements:
Device:
•
Collects and accumulates own history data, store
device state data with classification label, if available;
•
Supports monitoring made by Local Alarm Service;
•
Supports monitoring made by Expert:
Accept queries using semantic descriptions of
requested data
Provide requested data
Accept labels (if returned) for device states and
store them in history
•
Uses Expert and Service for (automatic) labeling
state of Device:
Get semantic description of data required for classification
Provide required data
Get classification result (device-state label) and put
it to the history
·
Supports learning of Service (batch learning):
Accept semantic description of requested by Service
data (for learning)
Supply all requested data
Expert:
·
Accepts semantic description of device state and can
respond with classification label (semantic description of classification);
·
Can request with semantic query device-state data
(also history and made by Service labels) for watching, get
response from Device and provide own label for observed
device state.
Service:
·
Accepts semantic description of device state from
Device and respond with classification label obtained using
existing learned model for classification;
·
If classification model has to be built first (no model
yet) than perform learning:
Request data required for learning using semantic
query
Build (via learning technique) classification model
Notify Device about readiness to perform diagnostics
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Devices, Experts and Services have own contact lists
with links to other network components, which they can
General structure of the diagnostic model is presented in
interact with for own purposes: exchange of data, querying
Figure 2.
services, etc. These links form peer-to-peer network [36], in
which any peer using semantic query can perform search for other components.
In this version Device will support service
Local Alarm querying diagnostic
results
“Expert”
composition
in form of ensembles using own
Service
Device-data
models of service quality estimation. Service
source
watching
composition is made with goal of increasing
“Device”
diagnostic performance
Semantic query is a special kind of search
expression presented using semantically
annotated data; it can be interpreted correctly by queried party; it is assumed that com“Service”
History data
Diagnostic
mon ontology of such queries exists and is
querying data for
model
learning
supported by all peers.
Learn and use
Notice-Boards are entry points into peerto-peer network and play important role in
Figure 2. Remote diagnostics model and related components
creation of peer-to-peer environment.
4.2.3. Diagnostic model structure

4.3.2. Component requirements
4.2.4. Software components:
•
Simple service implementation – supports behavior
of Service as described;
•
Local Alarm Service will be implemented as simulator
of real industrial alarm system or will represent adopted and
adapted real industrial alarm system;
•
Interaction Module – software component that realizes resource behavior.
4.2.5. Supporting ontologies:
•
Messaging Ontology is extended in order to support
simple networking;
•
Maintenance Ontology: extended support for querying data from Device.
4.3. Peer-to-Peer Maintenance Management
Environment
4.3.1. Model components:
•
Set of Devices (device agents), representatives of
monitored devices, which states are to be automatically annotated with “diagnoses”, a device state classification labels provided by diagnostic services and human-experts; supplied
with Local Alarm Service;
•
Set of Experts (human-agents or trusted diagnostic
service), services represented by humans, which can give classification results for given device state that are meant to be
correct;
•
Set of Services (service-agents), standalone diagnostic services capable to learn classification model of expert,
allow devices use it as a source of own state diagnoses;
•
Set of Notice-Board services that store advertisements of Devices, Experts and Services and support publishing advertisements and filtering board contents with semantic
query.
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Device: (now supports also an integration of multiple services)
•
Collects and accumulates own history data, stores
device state data with classification labels, if available:
uses diagnostics from several reference Experts
uses provided labels for correction of Services’
quality estimate, start using Experts as classification source,
if quality of Services gets too low
uses some models for obtaining generalized diagnostic results from many Services along with separate results,
which will be used for learning quality of Services
•
Supports monitoring made by Local Alarm Service;
•
Supports monitoring and control over device behavior (configuration) performed by Experts;
•
Requests diagnostics from several Experts and
Services, in order to increase diagnostics quality via combination of obtained results, for (automatic) labeling state of
Device;
•
Supports learning needs of Services and can manage
it (selects sample data for learning):
both online and batch learning techniques are supported (with appropriate protocols)
generalized results of device state classification from
device history can be used (generalized opinion of Experts,
other Service, or both combined);
•
Tests Services in order to estimate “quality” of
Services:
using some of already labeled by Experts states from
history
using Device data and opinions of other Services
•
Uses Services instead of Experts if its quality estimation is higher than certain threshold level;
•
Searches for new Services and Experts with goal of
increasing diagnostic quality:
using Notice-Board services
peer-to-peer search via neighbor contacts (direct
links to other network components)
•
Advertises itself to other components in existing
P2P network and via Notice-Board services;

Информационные технологии

•
Exchanges learned by own estimates of Services and
Extension of maintenance model is proposed for further
links to them with other Devices.
implementation with certification mechanism, which assumes
Expert (now supports servicing multiple devices):
that besides local devices’ estimates of service quality, some
•
Accepts diagnostic requests from multiple Devices
certification authority exists that can provide certificates for
and can respond with diagnostic result (which is semantically
service, which, in turn, will be used by devices for optimal
annotated description);
service search and selection. Device also will be able to use
•
Can request with semantic query device-state data
estimates of service quality of external resources for building
(also history and made by Service labels), get response from
trust networks.
Device and provide own label for observed device state;
Condition-monitoring models can be extended by mainte•
Can perform searches for new Device-clients in
nance services, which can influence device state and mainteexisting P2P environment specifying semantic query;
nance actions on it. This also requires enhancement of device
•
Advertises own presence to other network compoconnectors, proper support of device adapter configuration,
nents via Notice-Board services;
and introduction of new “device-maintenance center-operaService (now supports servicing of multiple devices and
tor” interaction models. These will finish the minimal worklearning from multiple sources):
ing set of maintenance system components.
•
Accept semantic description of device state from
The structure of the global diagnostics model based on
Device and respond with classification label obtained using
peer-to-peer network of interacting components is shown in
existing learned model for classification;
Figure 3.
•
Build classification
model;
“Expert”
“Service”
many techniques are
“Expert”
“Service”
“Device”
possible, e.g.
Devices estimates
“Expert”
“Service”
“Device”
and addresses
exchange
one model
Diagnostic
“Device”
watching
model
querying as
from several devices
Local Alarm
service
“Service”
Services estimates
Service
and addresses
of same type;
exchange
Device-data
perform
own model
querying as
learning
source
service and
Search for new
Search for new
for every device;
test
“Device”
“Devices”
“Services” and
“Expert”
some com“Device”
Advertisements
“Device”
bination of them,
Advertisements
“Device”
History
etc.
perform querying as
data
•
Searches
“Notice-Board”
learning
service and
“Notice-Board”
test
for new Device-cli“Notice-Board”
“Service”
ents via neighbor’s
“Service”
(e.g. other Services)
“Service”
Search for new
or
Notice-Board
“Devices”
Advertisements
services;
•
Advertises
querying as
itself to other comservice
“Device”
“Expert”
ponents in existing
“Device”
“Device”
P2P network and
watching
via Notice-Board
services;
•
Exchange
Device
addresses
Figure 3. Global diagnostics model and related components
with other Services;
Notice-Board
service:
5. Overview of Future Markets for Products based on
•
Allows publishing advertisements of the network
GUN Technology
components;
•
Filters published advertisements basing on income
The idea of proactive resources interconnected into glosemantic query form network components and returns links
bal Semantic Web-enabled network (Global Understanding
to objects with matching advertisement;
eNvironment - GUN) is aimed to be put to a future market of
software products and services.
4.3.3. Software components:
•
•
•
•
•

5.1. Products
Notice-Board services;
Mechanism of advertisement;
Search mechanism;
Mechanism of service composition [37];
Mechanism of service ensembles learning.
4.4.4. Global diagnostics model structure

Development of the GUN technology provides several
main results, which can be lately commercialized:
§
Generic semantic wrappers for semantic adaptation of
resources.
Semantic adapter unifies communication with different
types of resources (software, database, web content, human,
industrial device, house appliances, OS, etc.) irrespectively of
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their great diversity and allows presenting them as a part of
the semantic-based environment.
Development of the Semantic Web-based systems with
non-digital (not a web content, physical resources – devices,
humans that are available as resources) or not annotated yet
resources requires efforts to “wrap” them with mechanism that
will hide their non-digital and non-semantic nature and will
provide support for semantic access to and semantic communication among resources.
Generic mechanism for that will be valuable both for
software development and enabling new types of users
and resources of the Semantic Web (devices, human, etc.)
SmartResource project includes design and implementation
of semantic adapters for such completely different kinds of
resources as a software system (web service), a human (user
of a semantic environment), an industrial device (that is to be
maintained via communication with other resources).
§
Agent-shells for proactive resources
This kind of software is aimed to provide “behavior” of
resources (ability to perform autonomously actions in order
to achieve some “goals” of resources’ existence). Resources in
this context are objects that have some internal state, which
needs continuous maintenance accordingly to the rules specific to this resource. Resource “environment” (a part of
the resource’s world beyond itself) also influences the state
of the resource and its behavior. Agent-like features of the
resource can be enabled by using configurable shell, which
utilizes descriptions of its desired behavior. Agent shell also
solves problems of interoperability between object and supports communication with other resources “covered” by similar shell. Applications of the Semantic Web technology in the
agent-shell software is necessary, as well as use of semantic
adapters for resources.
By providing generic technology and tools for development of agent extensions to the existing resources, various
resource management frameworks can be designed and implemented. Some examples for that are:
–
Document management systems with documents
that annotate themselves and update their contents from
other documents and external sources;
–
Distributed information systems, where autonomous
data objects communicate in order to share information and
perform their duties, etc.;
–
Self-maintained devices that search and use appropriate maintenance services when needed.
These and other application cases can benefit from use of
the generic agent-shell technology.
§
Technology and toolkit for building semantic-enabled
environments
Developed technology supposed to find many applications in various domains, in which distributed heterogeneous
resources exist and problems of interoperability and integration into dynamic open environments are emerging.
The ultimate goal of the activities it this direction is a
design of an innovative by its features environment (based
on Semantic Web vision) and software design and development frameworks for the future generation of global communication system.
Parts of the GUN-technology include:
–
Specification of the development process of the
Semantic Web-based system;
–
Specification of the ontology support for system
components, which includes design of information manage-
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ment models and development of basic ontologies for needs of
the system;
–
Specification of the resource adaptation framework
(semantic adapter development technology);
–
Specification of the resource-to-resource communication framework that defines possible architectures of
the communication subsystem, messaging protocols, search
mechanisms, support for semantic-enabled components, etc.
Among supportive tools for design, development and
deployment of GUN-based systems are ontology development
tools, implemented semantic adapters and agent-shells with
and configuration tools for them, browsing tool for semantic-enabled resources in the system that can be reused in the
development of user interfaces for semantic-enabled environment.
Results of the SmartResource project will bring expertise
how to apply GUN concept ideas for industrial maintenance
domain, and other potential applications will be outlined for
future implementation.
5.2. Customers
The classification of the potential customers that are in the
market for the GUN-based technologies and products is presented in the following categories:
Providers of integration services
Such customers provide the Web platforms, portals, hubs,
etc., which enable integration of heterogeneous resources for
various purposes. They supply their own customers with a
package that implements all necessary functionality of the target system (resource adaptation, maintenance agent, search,
etc.). Service providers can also extend their platform by new
categories of supported resources by implementation of new
adapters or buying them from correspondent company-developer. For example, industry solution providers will interconnect heterogeneous industrial devices and services for them
into a global (or enterprise-wide) maintenance system.
Software developers
Developers of software products (web applications, services, agents, etc.), who want to develop new products for integration environments supplied to end-users by the providers
of integration services. They use GUN-technology and supportive toolkit for development of new applications as well
as for adaptation of existing ones. Development principles
of the GUN-based system (which is a Semantic Web-based
environment with proactive resources) will be applicable for
implementation of many semantic-enabled software products. Technology of semantic adapters and agent shells can be
also reused for development of the products that require solving interoperability and integration problems, deployment
of resource-to-resource communication systems or can reuse
agent shells for own purposes.
Service consumers
Service consumers are end-users of the information and
resource integration systems developed based on the GUNtechnology. Depending on the kind of the system, the users
could be individuals (e.g. users of Semantic Web-based file
sharing network) and companies, i.e. those who want to get
whole system for own purposes (e.g. company needs document
management built on Semantic Web principles). See profiles
of possible consumers and their interactions in Figure 4.
It is required for service consumers to use software products that make them part of the GUN-based environment.
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They use various browsing tools, specific system applications
and available services. Also they may need specific semantic
adapters in order be connected to the system.
See general schema of future market of products based on
GUN technology in Figure 5.

well. The proposed solution is based on the concept of Global
Understanding Environment, which utilizes the potential
of synergy of the latest information technologies (Semantic
Web, Intelligent Web Services, Multi-agent Systems, Peerto-Peer Networks, Artificial Intelligence methods) and thus
requires a comprehensive research for
its further development. The research
challenges
and
requirements to the
system components
defined in the paper
are milestones for
further analysis and
the detailed elaboration of the outlined implementation
strategy will facilitate the deeper analysis of the system. For
instance, the development of Semantic
Adapters will require
overview of the existing software interfaces related to digital
industrial resources.
Figure 4. Customers of the maintenance system for industrial devices
Development of the
Maintenance ontology will require
review of the industrial standards and
classification of the
industrial
objects
(e.g. available nowadays different types
of industrial services). Peer-to-Peer
Semantic Web based
search is a huge task
studied by many
researchers.
The preliminary
analysis of the market for this system
has brought attractive results due to
the universality of
the resources being
integrated into the
GUN-environment.
Figure 5. Market of the GUN-based products
Three types of the
products based on
the proposed sys6. Conclusions
tem (Generic semantic wrappers for semantic adaptation of
resources, Agent-shells for proactive resources, Technology
The idea of proactive self-maintained resources in
and toolkit for building semantic-enabled environments) and
Semantic Web described in this paper corresponds to the
tree types of the potential customers (Providers of integration
emerging demands of the European enterprises. The initial
services, Software developers, Service consumers) that have
application domain is maintenance of industrial instrumentabeen defined support the advisability of further development
tion, but other domains (e.g. document management systems,
of the proposed ideas.
distributed information systems) could benefit from it as
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